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Phonics Flash Cards Brighter Child Flash Cards
Cards feature full-color illustrations of objects that are examples of hard and soft consonants, long and short vowels, and initial blends.
These flash card sets offer a full range of learning practice at the precise age levels when children need it most! Illustrated in bold, bright colors, the flash cards are based on School Specialty curriculum developed for classroom use. Each card features vibrant images to stimulate visual learning. Children can check the answers on the back of each card. Flash cards included in this collection: • Alphabet • Colors and Shapes • First Words • Numbers • Phonics • Sight Words
HELP YOUR CHILD SUCCEED WITH SPELLING! Colorful illustrations and exciting words make these spelling flashcards fun for any kid! We've selected 230 words to help your child develop skills in phonics and spelling, and included 10 more blank cards so your child can add personal words like family names or favorite foods. Plus, you can keep track of which words your child has learned with the color-coded meter on the side of this box. Once your child feels comfortable with a card, flip it upside down, move it to the back of the box behind the
divider, and watch your child's reading skillset grow!
Alphabet Flash Cards
Flash Cards
Sight Word Flash Cards
Brighter Child Early Learning Flash Cards
Rhyming Words

Flashcards 123 helps children learn their numbers in a bright and interactive way. The set contains 26 flashcards, and comes in a sturdy box for easy storage. One side of each flashcard provides practice in forming each number, while the other side presents a fun visual representation of that number, providing practice with numbers with real objects, and helping build the child's counting skills. Scholastic Early Learners: Interactive books for hands-on learning. Perfect for babies, toddlers, preschoolers, kindergarteners, and first
graders, too!
Brighter Child(R) Early Learning Flash Cards provide children with a full-range of early basic skills practice. This sturdy storage box contains six decks organized by tabs for quick and easy access. The decks include alphabet, colors and shapes, first words, numbers, phonics, and sight words. The cards also feature answers on the back so children can check their answers.
Each card shows a picture of a familiar word, its alphabetical spelling and breakdown of its phonetic components, with one card for each of the 44 basic phonemes in English. Synthetic phonic learning is the process of reading by sounding the individual sounds of a word and then blending them together to read the word as a whole.
Brighter Child Math Flash Cards
First Words Flash Cards
Brighter Child Flash Cards: Phonics
Numbers 1 to 26
Early Learning Fun
Uses colorful pictures to introduce letter sounds. The parent card includes additional activities and games.
Awesome Phonics: Level 2 by Chris Hintsala- Short Vowel Phonics Book With Video Lessons and Phonics Flash Cards- Fast and Efficient Learning- Simple and Fun Preschool Phonics Book- For Children and AdultsProduct Features*Two-Way Learning: You can learn the language from our preschool workbooks in two ways; through video lessons that teach every sound of the word clearly, and through the phonics flashcards to practice and study more.*Easy To Use:
Just scan the QR code from each lesson of the preschool phonics book and watch the video to learn every phonic with easy. Concise and informative videos will help your child to learn everything quickly and easily. Practice through the flashcards to make it last forever.*Fast and Efficient Way: The phonics books for beginner readers, together with digital and manual methods, helps in fast and quick learning. Practice and repeat the learned lesson to
strengthen the learned knowledge and have a swift and fluent mastery over the English accent.*Fun Learning: The phonics for the kindergarten workbook is a fun way to make your child involved in this beneficial learning activity. Our workbooks for kindergarteners not only help in enhanced learning by increasing children's exposure but also keep them engaged in this beneficial activity, instead of wasting their time.*Simple and Clear: The kindergarten
phonics books have a bright and colorful interface that helps in better understanding by building interest for the learners. The simple design facilitates enhanced understanding leading towards fast learning of the language.*Detailed But Compact: The preschool workbook, consisting of 80+ pages and video lessons for each chapter, has appropriately detailed material to help in efficient learning. The compact phonics workbook is sufficient to cover the
basics to learn the English language phonics.*Multipurpose Workbook: The preschool learning books are suitable to be used by parents and teachers to help children and babies in learning the language. Not only kids but adults can also take advantage of our kindergarten reading workbooks to get mastery of the basics of the English language.Product Description: Need something informative and fun to help your child grab the basics of English language
phonics? Want to keep your child engaged in beneficial learning?Awesome Phonics; Level 2 by Chris Hintsala can help you with all that.Efficient Learning:The phonic books with double learning methods, video lessons, and phonics flashcards help in quick and practical learning. Repetition of the experiences and practice deepens the learned information, and the child can use and relate that it to everyday routine things.Fun Activity:The colorful videos
and flashcards of the preschool phonics book are a fun way to keep your child engaged while teaching them something beneficial at the same time. Help your kids learn the basics of the English language to get complete command on the accent.Perfect For All:The phonics workbook is not only suitable for kids and babies to learn phonics but also for those adults who want to learn the base of this language. Learn or teach with complete ease through the
bright and colorful interface.Add to your cart to order today.
Brighter Child First Words Flash Cardsoffer children a fun and easy way to practice those first words to prepare for school. Featuring 54 cards that help reinforce phonics, letter recognition, and reading readiness skills with full-color illustrations. A special card also offers creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning. The popularBrighter Child® Flash Cardsgive children a fun and easy way to practice important skills. Offering 24 titles
encompassing preschool to grade 5, each title focuses on an important subject including early concepts, math, phonics, and U.S. History. Fun game ideas and learning suggestions are included to help children build proficiency and confidence. Game cards also allow children to develop thinking, decision-making, turn-taking, and social skills while playing fun games at the same time. Selected titles are also available in English-Spanish and Spanish only
versions.
Numbers 0-100
Bright Sparks Flash Cards - Alphabet
Common Words With Pictures
Numbers 0-100 Flash Cards
Preschool, Word-Picture Recognition

Brighter Child(R) Math Flash Cards provide children with a full-range of math practice. This sturdy storage box contains six decks organized by tabs for quick and easy access. The decks include addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, and time and money. The cards also feature answers on the back so children can check their answers.
Make learning fun and introduces early readers to flashcard exercises that engage minds and boost reading comprehension. Help children succeed in school with flashcards that teach them to recognize words and the alphabet. CARD FEATURES Colorful and bright illustrations Big easy-to-read letters and corresponding picture names Flashcards are a time-tested way to learn essential skills EXCELLENT - Common Words Flashcards for preschoolers and kindergartners bring skills such as memory, listening, and beginning sounds. Children will get to know phonics and learn to connect letter sounds with
objects: K is for Kite, for example. Alphabet Flash Cards help teach ABCs and letter-picture associations to build essential pre-reading skills as part of the preschool curriculum. FLASHCARDS - flashcard use is one of the most effective learning techniques available. Because games feel more like play than work, they can encourage kids to explore and experiment with concepts more freely and can reduce the stress of viewing schoolwork as nothing more than problems. Learning skills through gameplay is an excellent strategy for many reasons. They are fun and motivating, and games also tend to help
students deepen their understanding and reasoning. Practice testing is also highly likely to boost retention. Tags: alphabet flashcards, alphabet flashcards for kindergarten, alphabet flashcards with pictures, flashcards alphabet, god's creation a to z alphabet flashcards, preschool flashcards alphabet, alphabet flashcards, flashcards alphabet for kids, arabic alphabet for kids flashcards, alphabet flashcards spanish, alphabet flashcards for toddlers 2-4 years, toddler alphabet learning flashcards, alphabet flashcards with pictures. prek alphabet flashcards, korean alphabet flashcards, alphabet flashcards for toddlers 1-2
years, alphabet flashcards lower case, international phonetic alphabet flashcards, alphabet flashcards for kids ages 3-5, french alphabet flashcards, alphabet flashcards large, braille alphabet flashcards, alphabet flashcards for preschoolers, alphabet flashcards for kindergarten, flashcards alphabet
Phonics for Kindergarten features 64 pages of easy-to-follow activities and practice that engage children’s skills in spelling and reading—specifically consonant sound, long and short vowel sounds, and beginning blends and digraphs. The Skills for School series makes learning simple with colorful illustrations and step-by-step directions. Each book focuses on different early learning skills, allowing you to choose the book that best fits your child’s areas of improvement. The practice pages include fun activities that help build your child’s confidence in the subject matter and school. Each book also
includes fun stickers that are great for motivating and rewarding your child.
Learn Why Even Very Bright Children Can Struggle to Read and How You Can Help Any Child Crack It
Skills for School Phonics for Kindergarten
Alphabet, Colors and Shapes, First Words, Numbers, Phonics, Sight Words
Learning Mats: Sight Words
Time and Money-Grade 1
Test with success using Spectrum Word Study and Phonics for grade 4! The lessons encourage creativity and strengthen phonics skills by focusing on digraphs, diphthongs, comparative endings, multiple-meaning words, and dictionary skills. The book features full-color illustrations, provides essential tools for achieving reading fluency, and includes an answer key. Today, more than ever,
students need to be equipped with the skills required for school achievement and success on proficiency tests. This 176-page book aligns with state and national standards, is perfect for use at home or in school, and is favored by parents, homeschoolers, and teachers.
Featuring 54 cards that include activities to strengthen phonics, letter recognition, and reading readiness skills with full-color illustrations. A special card also offers creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning.
Featuring 54 cards with two division problems each, their answers on the opposite side. Bright, bold numbers are placed on a white background for easy reading, and a special card also offers creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning.
The 9 Main Causes Of
Awesome Phonics
Word Study and Phonics, Grade 4
Phonics
Numbers 0-25
Cards are used to help your child learn numbers, counting, addition, and subtraction.
"Brighter Child® First Words Flash Cards offer children a fun way to practice their first words to prepare for school. The set features 54 cards that help reinforce phonics, letter recognition, and reading readiness skills with full-color illustrations. A special card also offers creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning." --Publisher's website.
Learning is more interesting with this assortment of exciting flash cards. Each set includes an instruction card, game suggestions and stickers.
Sight Words
3 Letter Words
Word Study and Phonics, Grade 5
First Form Latin
Phonics Made Easy
The Rainbow Word series takes the 500 most common words in the English language (similar to Fry and Dolch words) and groups them into different levels, based on difficulty, for easier learning by students. The levels are red (easiest), orange, yellow, green, blue and purple (most difficult). Students experience success by mastering the easier words first, and working their way up through longer words with non-phonetic spellings. In addition, there are five
different groups of 100 words. The first 100 are for beginning readers in kindergarten. The next level is appropriate to first grade readers. The third set of 100 words is mid/late first grade and the fourth set is for beginning second grade, etc. Of course, any student, including kindergarten students, could master all 500 words with this program.
Includes 6 sets of 54 cards featuring ways to acquire and practice basic preschool skills needed for later school success.
PhonicsBrighter Child
Early Learning Flash Cards
Muppet Press/Brighter Child Cards : Phonics
Early School Skills
Kindergarten Spelling Flashcards
Level 1
Awesome Phonics: Level 1 by Chris Hintsala - Phonics Book With Video Lessons and Phonics Flash Cards - Fast and Efficient Learning - Simple and Fun Preschool Phonics Book - For Children and AdultsProduct Features*Two-Way Learning: You can learn the language from our preschool workbooks in two ways; through video lessons that teach every sound of the word clearly, and through the phonics flashcards
to practice and study more.*Easy To Use: Just scan the QR code from each lesson of the preschool phonics book and watch the video to learn every phonic with easy. Concise and informative videos will help your child to learn everything quickly and easily. Practice through the flashcards to make it last forever.*Fast and Efficient Way: The phonics books for beginner readers, together with digital and manual
methods, helps in fast and quick learning. Practice and repeat the learned lesson to strengthen the learned knowledge and have a swift and fluent mastery over the English accent.*Fun Learning: The phonics for the kindergarten workbook is a fun way to make your child involved in this beneficial learning activity. Our workbooks for kindergarteners not only help in enhanced learning by increasing children's
exposure but also keep them engaged in this beneficial activity, instead of wasting their time.*Simple and Clear: The kindergarten phonics books have a bright and colorful interface that helps in better understanding by building interest for the learners. The simple design facilitates enhanced understanding leading towards fast learning of the language.*Detailed But Compact: The preschool workbook,
consisting of 51 pages and video lessons for each chapter, has appropriately detailed material to help in efficient learning. The compact phonics workbook is sufficient to cover the basics to learn the English language phonics. *Multipurpose Workbook: The preschool learning books are suitable to be used by parents and teachers to help children and babies in learning the language. Not only kids but adults can
also take advantage of our kindergarten reading workbooks to get mastery of the basics of the English language.Product DescriptionNeed something informative and fun to help your child grab the basics of English language phonics? Want to keep your child engaged in beneficial learning? Awesome Phonics; Level 1 by Chris Hintsala can help you with all that. Efficient Learning: The phonic books with double
learning methods, video lessons, and phonics flashcards help in quick and practical learning. Repetition of the experiences and practice deepens the learned information, and the child can use and relate that it to everyday routine things. Fun Activity: The colorful videos and flashcards of the preschool phonics book are a fun way to keep your child engaged while teaching them something beneficial at the same
time. Help your kids learn the basics of the English language to get complete command on the accent. Perfect For All: The phonics workbook is not only suitable for kids and babies to learn phonics but also for those adults who want to learn the base of this language. Learn or teach with complete ease through the bright and colorful interface. Add to your cart to order today.
Test with success using Spectrum Word Study and Phonics for grade 5! The lessons encourage creativity and strengthen phonics skills by focusing on digraphs, diphthongs, syllables, homophones, idioms, and dictionary skills. The book features full-color illustrations, provides essential tools for achieving reading fluency, and includes an answer key. Today, more than ever, students need to be equipped with
the skills required for school achievement and success on proficiency tests. This 176-page book aligns with state and national standards, is perfect for use at home or in school, and is favored by parents, homeschoolers, and teachers.
Let's Leap Ahead flash cards help students learn numbers from 0 to 100. Kids learn best with materials they find fun and exciting, and our smartphone design is specially crafted to get kids excited about learning. The rounded top edge allows for easy sorting. The flash cards package includes a gift card so students can continue learning with School Apps, the most complete, fun, and educational apps in
iTunes. Instructional Cards with games and strategies provide additional opportunities for practice.
Awesome Phonics: Level 2
Addition 0 to 12
I Can Read Several Short Sentences Building Games Plus Learning Grammar Punctuation and Structure Workbook. Guided Reading Good First Teaching for All Children
PHONICS.
Phonics Flashcards
Help students get a firm grasp of time and money concepts while having fun! Each booklet offers plenty of math practice, and includes enrichment activities for parents and children.
Flash Kids Flash Cards offer essential practice in key concepts such multiplication, division, the alphabet, sights words, and state capitals. Containing 88 cards in each package, these cards are sturdier than others on the market.
Two addition problems, plus the answers, on every card.
Flashcards - 123
Bilingual Sight Words
500 Rainbow Words
First Words

Flash cards are an excellent way to introduce new skills, reinforce memorization, and support good study habits. This two-sided card set features rounded corners for easy sorting and includes 104 set cards (6" x 3" each) and 1 resource card.
Reading improves vocabulary and language skills. Children learn basic sight words as they read. Subconsciously, they absorb information on how to structure sentences and how to use words and other language features effectively in their writing and speaking. Reading promotes achievement in all subjects, not just English. Children who are good readers tend to achieve better across the curriculum. After all, practice
makes perfect in almost everything kids do and reading in no different. We aim to enable kids to read confidently, fluently, accurately and with understanding.
300+ Reading Sight Words Sentence Book for Kindergarten English Hindi Flashcards for Kids
Division 0 to 12
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